M/Y FOUR FRIENDS on the Norwegian South Coast,
a special and unique coastline.

Norwegian South Coast
Day 1: Hvasser
Arrive from Oslo, after settling in, take a short cruise to Hvasser. A small un-spoilt
and scenic destination. The south coast is where the Norwegian summer is at its
best. Here you can lie out on a rock and soak up the sun with a good book & later
enjoy a relaxed dinner on board.

Day 2: Hvasser –Færder Fyr –Kragerø
Go ashore to experience local life and culture, visit the lighthouse and hear about
it’s dramatic history & daily life. Try some of the local delicacies.

Norwegian South Coast
Day 3: Virgin Island and Risør
The White city of the South - Risør is one of Europe's best kept wooden house
towns. Enjoy freshly cooked shrimps, locally caught a couple of hours earlier with a
glass of cold beer at one of the local restaurants. Risør is famous for its tourist
attraction’s such as the wooden boat festival which is staged during the first week
of August every year. It also has a growing reputation as the regional capital of
arts and crafts, which culminates in the "Villvin-festival" during the summer holiday.

Day 4: Lyngør and Arendal
There are many wonderful buildings in both Arendal and Tvedestrand town centres and
outside the towns, displaying how locals previously built houses. Many areas and
houses have been preserved, and there area special regulations regarding usage and
restoration concerning these buildings.

Norwegian South Coast
Day 5: Grimstad –Blindleia -Kristiansand
The journey by sea from Gristad to Kristiansand is one of the most beautiful cruises
you will experience along the south coast.

Day 6: Kristiansand - Stavern, the return cruise
Minnehallen, also known as the hall of remembrance, in Stavern, was
commissioned by the Norwegian parliament after World War I to commemorate
the fallen Norwegian sailors of the war. The monument itself is a pyramid of
locally quarried rock and is designed by two architects from Oslo.

Norwegian South Coast
Day 7: Cruise back to Oslo
Enjoy the beautiful scenery on your return cruise back to Oslo.

This itinerary is designed simply as a suggestion on how you may wish to spend
your time on board and can be altered to suit you.

